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DANTEAN 'FIGURA' IN CAMUS'S liTHE PLAGUE"

R. B. PAL MER

The main chara~ters of Albert Camus's The Plague (1947) ea~h interpret
the disease differently. For Cottard, the epidemic represents a release from
police suspicion and an opportunity to make money on the black market,
Dr. Rieux considers the plague an enemy of lire and happiness to be fought
with complete dedication. To Jean Tarrou the diseases exemplifies the universal
forces, both human and natural, that kill unjustly while to the old asthmatic the
plague is nothing less than life itself, the mentality of man accepbed as the ground
of all being. As one might exp.}ct of Oran's spiritual leader, Father Paneloux
interprets the epidemic morally, Citing the plagues of the Old Testament as
parallels, Paneloux maintains that the disease is both a punishment for Oran's
spiritual laxity and an instrument of God's loving kindness; it is "a red spear
sternly pointing to the narrow path, the one way of salvation,"l In this
way he eschews any natural explanation of its advent, either by the laws
of cause and effect or by those of historical analysis, As experience, the epidemic
is for him rather a sign or jiguTfl (to use the term of Biblical exegesis and

medieval poetry) that points toward a greater reality and moral truth. Like
the other plagues of sacred history, this outbreak has no particular but rather
a general significance, Or, to put it another way, the particular significance of
the epidemic afflicting Oran lies in the eternal reality it foreshadows and wiU
be subsumed by. Within the novel, of course, Paneloux's view does not prevaiL
Dr. Rieux (the obvious spokes man of Camus's own position) rejects its acceptance
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of the disease as a ble5sing. When later confronted with the horrible suffering
of an inncent child, even Paneloux changes his position and finds a more desperate
solace in the credo that God's will passes understanding. Hthe content of Paneloux's
position is easily dismissed, his method of interpretation, which is grounded
in the ancient traditions of the Church, is not. For Camus's own attitude toward
history, as n, Plagut reveals it, is strikingly similar. By examining that attitude,
we can better under~tand what has puzzled readers of the novel since its
appearance: the form and meaning of the allegory it contains.

In "Create Dangeroml)" (1957) Camus best explains his ambivalence
as an artht toward history. He rejects any wholehearted srrrender to historical
f0fces. Of cour<;e, he r.:cognizes that the twentieth century writer can no longer
afford the "irresponsibility" ,)f a formalist retreat from the commercialism
and soullessness of the self absorbed society he finds himself in. Like everyone
else, the artist also finds himself embarked on "the contemporary slave galley."
But the artist does his "compulsory service" ever mindful that, in b:::nding
too vigorously to his oar, he might lose b01h his oar, he might lose both his
ability and right to create. For Camus, history is not a delusive ab-.>tra::tionthat
tears the imagination away from the universe within. As his ess~ys, especially
The Rebel (1952), prove, he is too political and moral a thinker, too much a
concerned journalist to ignore the world without. Speaking as a writer, however,
Camus rejects engagemelitas risky..

The danger posed by history is finally aesthetic. Camus propJs~s that
artistic freedom depends on a delicate balancing act. In his dynamic if
melodramatic image, the artist must maintain himself on a thin ridge above
twin chasms: "frivolity and propaganda," the stylistic equivalences of a
misguided retreat from and a self-destructive embrace of history. Camus sees
the literature of the last two centuries dominated by these extreme positions,
formalism and realism. He declares, however, that the writer who denies
completely the world of his exp:::rience makes of fiction a solitary and meaningless
recreation. But if the writer accepts history as the material arid end of fiction,
he aspires vainly to a power only divine, God (if He exists) is the only true and
total re'1list. Camus likewise rejects socialist realism, which, even though it
conceives a practical approach to style, must accept a lie about what is in order
to shape what should be. The engagpmentdem anded by realism and the contempt
of the aestheticist for his milieu both deny the dialectic every writer must endors~.
For the writer must believe that the world is simultaneously nothing and
everything. He must embrace experience as the bond that ties him to others
"(history," as the analysis of revolt in The Rebel suggests, is tne intellectual
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consciousness of that tie). But he must never cease to "revolt against everything
fleeting and unfinished in the world."2

Camus's scorn for both socialist realism and ivory tower aestheticism,
however, has often been underestimated by critics of his fiction. Two mistaken
appraisals of Camus emerge. On the one hand, he becomes, like the protago-
nist of The Strarger (1942), a solitary celebrant of the "benign indifference of
the universe," a romantic hero whose anagnorisis follows his contemptuous
rejection of conventional pieties and bourg~ois society. On th~ other hand,
Camus becomes a writer whose fiction extends the partisanship of his journalism,
a writer who conceives his novels as rhetoric in the service of social reform.
These views present us with a Camus capable of only "frivolity" or
"propaganda," but not a true artist.

They have spa\\ned, moreover, criticism of Camus's fiction that either
overemphasizes its formal and aesthetic qualities or its concern with political
and moral issues. Such distortion becomes in the case of The Plague most
acute, since this novel, more than his other works, takes contemporary history
as its subjcet. Written during the last part of the war and published not
long after its end, The Plague treats the occupation and subsequent liberation

of France. As any reader of the novel is aware, however, to say that the
history of France during this period is the"subject" of Camus's novel is to
use the word is a much different sense than when, to take a relevant example,
We use it to descJibe the relationship of the Shanghai rebellion to the ev~nts
narrated and characters created in Andre Malraux's Man's Fate (1933). In
The Plague Dl. Rieux tells of his experiences during an outbreak of bubonic
plague in the French North African city of Oran. The event is strictly
fictional, and in the novel no reference is made to the fall of France and
its conseqences. The experience of the beleaguered Oranians instead evokes
the experience of the defeated French. Th~ city is closed off from the rest
of the world; radio messages daily beam in support for the suffering citizens;
food is rationed, while guards with orders to shoot are placed at the city
gates. concentration camps are set up to house those in quarr antine, and a
crematorium devours the bodies of victims, sending a pall of evil smoke throughout
the town. Moreover, the plot turns on the organization of "sanitary squads"
to resist the plague's inroads, although the disease's ultimate recession does
not come as a result of their efforts.

The novel's setting and plot, we might say, are made in these ways
an analogy of the event,: which are its ostensible ultimate subject. Camus,
we must remember, took an active role, as editor of the clandestine paper
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Combat, in the resistance to German occupation. But his experiences, unlike
the similar ones of Malraux refle~t:d in Mart's Fate are displaced in favor
of a fable that implies but does not, in any substantial sense, fictionalize them.
In The Rebel he defines the world of the novel as a setting "where life assumes
the aspect of destiny," where our desire for a mythos is at last fulfilled.
Clearly, then, if the novelist's task is Aristotelian, is only to arrange action
according to the form of action. then history should figure in The Pl'lgue much
as it does in Mar/s Fatf, as events to be illuminated which will in tnrn illuminate,
as setting for characters who in their completeness and timelessness overcome
the human limitations of endless becoming. Perhaps even more disconcerting is
Camns's choice of the word Chronique to describe the book. For such a term
seems to mock the abandonment of the historical setting and also overreach
in its claim for atter.tion to a narration which, without its carefully contexted
implications, lacks any histotical intere~t. The novel's style thus rai.>es two
questions. Why is the history (whost: presence in the book so s[rongly msisted
upon by Camus) so displaced that it becomes the "otherness" of allegory?
And what are the stylistic and intellectual sour..:e3 of that alleg.)ry?

Puzzled by the complex relationship between history and fable, criti~s
have generally explained the novel as either a political document or "ordinary"
fiction. Because they thought of Camus as the journalist not only on the side
of the Resistance but of the social revolution which would restore post-war
France, some contemporary readers accused him of formulating in the novel
a "morality of the Red Cross" which, by equating the specific historical evil
of Fascism with the natural evil of disease, sidestepped the ethical comp-
lexities posed by the experience of the war.4 They castigated Camus for an
ivory tower retreat from difficult questions such as the m;'~ of force when such
acts meant certain execution of hostages. More enthusiastic responses to the
book, however, have generaIly come from those who either ignore
or quickly pass over its "historical Ir.atter:'5 Bl;t such criticism robs
the novel of its context, reducing it to a morality play that unfolds

in vitro. Most re~ent stu::li~3 of th~ novel fdll in this cat~gory. B,lt
such analyses leave unanswered the question asked by the novel's first
audience, and Camus's own obvious intentions make this a question which needs
answering. Why did Cumus apparently choose to evade hard truths in The
Plague when in The Strang;r he faced squardy the implications of an absurd
life?

The anSWJr is that th~ navel is no evasion of truth, that it IS n.)t
a discussion, framed in a m~a!1ingless subjun~tive, of a~tion and inaction
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revolt and acquiescence. The allegory di,pla~es history to clarify rather than
distort its meaning. Camus argues for this effect with a quotation, ascribed
to Daniel Def0e, that prefaces the narrative proper. One kind of imprisonment,
Defoe declares, can be rerpresented by another just as reasonable as anything
Vvhich exists can be represented by something which does not.6 Camns here

lets Defoe state the method he will follow, but not, of course, his reason for
choosing it. For such an explanation we must turn first to his notebooks where,
planning the novel he is about to write, Camus observes: "I want to c'xpress
by means of the plague the stifling air from \\hich we all suffered and the
atmosphere of threat and exile in which we lived. I want at the same time
to extend that interpretation to the notion of existence in general. "7 After
the novel's publication Camus reaffirmed this position in responding to criticism,
speaking of the resistance fighters who find their fictional places in the novel,

he declared that "doubtless they would do it again in the teeth of any terror,
whatever its fa:.:e, and terror has several, which is precisely why 1 named no
single one in order to strike out at all."S

In part it is Camus's intention to convey the particular truth of his experi-
ence. To present that truth alone, howver, is not enough. His experience suggests
a general pattern that subsumes it. And b~cause the general pattern has a rele-
vance that, unlLce the event that suggests it, is truly timeless, the pattern
itself, cast in the form of a fable, becomes the novel's matter. In other words,
The Plague pres ents an overwhelming truth that serves as an analogy for the

limited truth which guides the artist's imagination. The war made Camus
see that exile, suffering, and love are the essentials of the human condition,
that resistance is not a conditioned historical response, but a universal and
necessary reaction, that that evil is no tramitory intrusion into the automatism
of ordinary living, but, like the plague microbe which never disappears, is one
ef the grounds of being, inexorable in the demands it places upon the human
spirit.

A.s a way of und~rstanding evil, then, the plague is the opposite of a
symbol. Literary symbols move Irom concreteness to a meaning otherwise unde-
finable or communicable; and it if that meaning, as the terms tenor
and vehicle sugg~st, which jU5tifies or necessitates the symbol's use.9 The
plague as an image, however, allows Camus to make refernce to an isolated
historical event but at the same timo establish its connection to an end-
uring moral condition. Such an image suits his aesthetic well. For the writer
must avoid a commitment to history because that is a surrender to his material,
to a limited being in time, to partial vision of human life. Formalism is
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also unacceptable because it pr~v~nts the writ:::r from "intendin~," from makin] the
moral leap that the transcendence of history permits. Only on the thin ridge between
these two extremes can Camus moralize as he does, endorsing the double truth
of event and fable. He thus achieves a perfect balance between the formal,
synthesizing a<;tivity of imagination and a faithfuln~ss to the world of action.

In his discussion of the novel's style, Donald Lazere recognizes this deli-
berate tension between different spheres of meaning. But in terming that style
"naturalistic allegory," he inadvertently indicates the difficulty not only in
using the modern critical idiom to describe it, but also in tracing it to its
antecedents.l° Aware of Camus's arguments against realism, Lazere apparently
has used the term naturalism to explain ~he novel's "realistic" treatment of life
in Oran. While Dr. Rieux scrupulously attends to the impersonal and close repo-
Itage associated with naturalism, the novel hardly presents an evolutionalY or
environmental model of human action, nor does it deal in any rigorously
deterministic perspective on th~t action. Since naturalism as a mode of appr-
ehending human b:::havior rej~cts idealism for positivism, one further wonders
how the novel's displacement of history can in any sense be termed natu-
ralistic. In short, "naturalistic all~gor y" s:::~m:; a contradiction in terms. In
addition, allegory itself is problematic. Although I have used it until this
point to describe the novel's reference to history, allegory does not prop:::rly
describe the relationship between event and fable in The Plaguf'. For all.;:goJY
generally means a narrative constructed up:m a systematic and sU5tained
symbolism of character, setting, and action. In particular, we associate alle-
gory with such narratives in which human characters and representational
settings "stand. for" abstractions of one kind or another. Bunyan's Pilgrim's
Progress and the Romance of the Rose are allegorit:s of this type. But Camus

does not use the plague as such a symbol. MOJeover, the novel's narrative
does not function as an allegory in the usual sense because fable and event
do not work together as vehicle and tenor.

Lazere's "naturalistic allegory," however, is an interesting attempt both to
describe the novel's style and categorize its literary ancestry. For Lazere correctly
observes the balance between reference to h'storical conditions (naturalism)
and reference to extrahistorical truths (allegory). One may deride Lazere's
terms, but what other modern ones would describe more satisfactorily the
novel's style as we have been examining it? This difficulty snggests that
we must look elsewhere for possible models and influences.

Because Christian Poetry of the Middle Ages, particularly the Divine
Comedy, provides us with a very close analogue to Camus's style, I would
suggest an influence from that direction, even though. this is a" proposition
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I can in no other way prove. Medieval poets developed a style usually termed
figural realism (based ultimately on the fourfold interpretation of Scripture)
which uses images to suggest the relationship between different level'i of reality.
In Biblical exegesis events in the Old Testament were seen as j~gUlaeor the

"forms" of events or characters in the New; likewise those events and characters
yielded a moral meaning appropriate to the individual life and an anagogical
one which pertained to the- state of souls after the Judgement. Such interpretation
differs essentially from the allegorizing classical texts had long been submitted
to, for Moses, to take an obvious example, becomes a figura of Christ's
redemption of mankind in his saving of the Israelites, but not a symbol, since

hi" historicity and the meaning of that historicity are each preserved in the
relationship between the two events. I I

Since poetry deals in fictions, what Dante calls "the truth disguised under
a beautiful lie," the use of jigurae there yields a somewhat different result.
As Dante suggests, poetry tells the truth by lying. Thus the Divine Comedy
traces the poet's imaginary journey through the three kingdoms of eternity.
but this fiction, as a jigura interpreted morally, also signifies, as Dante says,
"man, in the exercise of his free will, earning or becoming liable to the rew-
ards or punishments of justice."12 The journey, however, is also a jigura,
of Dante's own spiritual crisis, the mental trek from despair back to reason
and grace. And the poem, again as a jigura, likewise traces the entire
history of mankind from sin to salvation, as men learn the gifts of reason
and grace and, with God's help, build the just city. In the jigurQ itself the various
meanings are established by context. Thus Virgil, for example, through the
role he performs and the qualities he is made io display, signifies not only
the Roman poet who inspired the imitation of Dante's epic, but also the voice
of r~a&On, the triumph of the Empire, and the sweet truthfulness of poetry
itself) 3

Elsewhere I have noted that Dante and Camus share a similar human-
istic perspective, in particular the simultaneous endorsement of the unity of
human experience and its inviolable individuality.14 In that essay I also sug-
gested that the settings of both novel and poem function as images of ultimate
truth. Camus and Dante portray human chardcters delivered to the ultimate laws
that control their destiny, in the DivineGumedythe mystery of God's justice and
in The Plague the inevitability of individual destruction. The imaginative structure
of the two works, however, is close in another way. Like Dante, Camus sees
individual and collective history as signposts on the road to a greater truth
which completes their meaning. Dante's loss of Beatrice and Florence thus
"works" much like Camus's enforced exile from his wife and his encounter
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with Fa,scist evil. The$e personal troubles lead each writer . to aHempt a mimesis
of the human experience. The three kingdoms of eternity and plague-ridAen
Orancan opJy .b~ understood as images of the earthlY city, images whose
intent is nothing,les,s than a. universalization cf human destiny. In MaJ.'s f'ate,
N{alrauxcre~tes ~haracter~ who in the typicalness of their selves and action
ar,e i,r.na~ined, .as ,QIe boo~'s. title suggests, to point outwards or symbolically
to~ar4 the eternal laws they cxemplify. For Malraux, as for other novelists
cO!ltemporary. with Camus, it is the fact which signifies not the idea signified
th.at dema;l~~ ~:epres~nt'ation'.

.

I~ The Plague, as in Dant~, this order is rev~~~e{t

th..rou~h .th~, u~e ;of fi~ural r~alism, w.ith the result,that the reader's ima9~l}ia,-
t i~1,1.iLdjrec~pd .down froll} aI?- a.n-.~onsuming apocalypse to the particu~arity

of figurae, experic'nce of which ~e share, both indiv!dually aTjd polleqtjxe!y,
w~th the. artist,

.

'6-..;'

We can, I think, trace the allegory The Plague to two :;ources. First,
as we 'hilV~ seery., Camus's attitude toward history derives from' a dialectic'
whose: extremes are the to11.l acceptance and rejection of the w6ilct' as 'it is

.

constitutt?d. 'Stylistically, . this attitude tow~rd history demands the balancing
of the different claims of realism and formalism. The Rebel assigns the artist .
the Arist~telian task' of delivering aciion ~o its form and thereby "perfecting;' ,

it' in both s:mses,: .bllt ,the artist'; burden, his obligation to rejeCt; Ihu~t, as
b~th "The Plag./e and The ,Full (1956) estaQlish, go further 'in the dire'ciion
of' moral pripciplein The '1lague, which. depends. on the displacement of"
history, caJ~n9t,;.1 tJiirik, oe explained by Camus's conception of the artist's'
piedicament' alone. Camus's use of allegory cannot. be traced to any 'Of the'
nov61's 'Obvious sources, nor can it "even accurately be descriMd, as 'Donal'a:
Lazere's failure b~ar witness,' in the modern critical idiom'.' The similarities

'(

between Camus's and Dante's conceptions ~f human history, hOwever,s'tiggest;
that "iIi' medieval poetry Camus discovered a mode of representation that could

.

contain the reach of his moral vision. If the Divine Comuly, which Camus
certainly knew well and was to use as one of the chief sources of his last
novel,-' is ' also' accepted as a source for The Plague, 1ihen.we can more easily'
understand ..the difficulty critic,s have had with the novel's allegory, JOT it is.

an anachronism. Unlike many of The Plague's first readers, a medieval audience .
would have. little difficulty in making the connection .,between, the fable and
the history figur:::d by it; nor WQuid such an audience permit itself a ';formal"
interpretation that empties..the the story of its re~l relevance to the pageant
of human liff;. ..The distorting traditions of the realist nQvel ,and of formalist

I

literature, howe¥er;~tmake correct interpretation difficult, as Camus himself seems

to have understood whim he felt it necessary to explain his stylistic procedure:
after bei-J\g..accused -of. ivory, tower .mor..alism. In. Dantean figural' realism,'
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however, Camus did discover a style that suited the simultaneous rejection
and acceptance of the world. For the image of besieged Oran, like the horror
and unspeakable beauty of Dante's eternity, reveals the limitations of our
particular vision as it validates its undeniable and irresistible concreteness.
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